148’ Spools and Custom Cuts
SKU#: SNRL-45RGB (148’ Spool - 19.5” intervals)
CC-SNRL-RGB (Custom Cut, Specify Length - 19.5” intervals)

PRODUCT INFORMATION:
Brilliant Brand 120V SMD LED Neon Rope Lights consist of SMD LEDs encased within a PVC protective casing which is molded into a patented shape. SMD LED Neon Rope Lights offer the easiest and most economical replacement to standard glass neon accents. Because of their extraordinary ability to mimic the consistent lighting effects of glass neon, SMD LED Neon is the best option available to create signage, perimeter accents, or for any other application where glass neon has traditionally been used.

BENEFITS:
Upgraded LEDs - Now featuring over 2 times as many LEDs - the new SMD LEDs are fundamentally superior delivering higher brightness, and unparalleled reliability.
Extreme Durability - New LEDs and circuitry eliminates easily broken wires and soldering reducing costly maintenance and downtime.
Bend It - PCB circuitry allows for enhanced flexibility, a tighter bend radius, and is easily adaptable to the most complicated projects.
Redesigned Construction - New innovative structure provides superior illumination, creating an impressive glow that further reduces any “hot” or “cool” spots.

RGB LED Neon Rope Lights
7 Preset Color Options
Red, Green, Blue, Cyan, Pink, White, and Yellow
6 Custom Color Channels
Save up to 6 different custom colors
5 Color Change Lighting Effects
Jumping, Fading, and More
Adjustable Speed & Brightness
Change the effect speed or single color brightness

SPECIFICATIONS
• Input: 120V AC
• Power Consumption: 4.26 Watts/ft
• Colors: RGB Tri-chip color changing
• LED Count: 79 LEDs/m
• Lumen Output: up to 2 lumens/LED
• LED Spacing: 0.2”
• Light Output: Directional
• Lifetime: 50,000 Hours
• Dimensions: 0.59” W x 0.98” H
• Materials: PVC with UV Protectant Additive
• Temperature rating: -20˚ F - 130˚ F
• Max run length: 148’
• Cutting Interval: 19.5”
• Ingress Protection: IP44 (IP65 with properly sealed connections)
• Controller required for use, sold separately
• Warranty: 2 Years

Do not bend LED Neon rope lights at sharp angles, this will damage the internal circuitry and void the warranty.
Repeated and continuous bending of LED neon rope lights may damage the internal circuitry and void the warranty.
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